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Abstrakt
Tato bakalářská práce se pokouší nalézt nový směr vývoje v oblasti učebních schopností
elektronických slovníků. V první části je uvedeno představení základní myšlenky možnosti
učení výslovnosti pomocí vizualizace fonémů. Následuje kapitola zabývající se obecným
úvodem do metod zpracování řeči využívaných v této práci jako např. HMM nebo Viter-
biho algoritmus. Ve třetí kapitole jsou popsány nástroje, pomocí kterých byla provedena
implementace celého systému. Další kapitola rozebírá podrobně použitou technologii neu-
ronových sítí jako systému odhadu věrohodností fonémů, popisuje problém kompatibility
fonémových sad a použité modely fonémů. Kapitola 5 popisuje konkrétně samotnou im-
plementaci systému. Zde jsou také popsány nástroje použité k přípravě dat pro systém.
Ve dvou závěrečných kapitolách je poté obsaženo krátké uživatelské testování společně se
screenshoty a zhodnocením celého projektu. Zde jsou také nastíněny další možné cesty
vývoje tohoto systému.
Abstract
The aim of this bachelor’s work is to try to find a new way for development in learning
capabilities of electronic dictionaries. There is an introduction of the main concept of
learning pronunciations with visualization of phonemes in the first part. It is followed by
chapter, which does a global review of methods for speech processing used in this project,
e.g. HMM or Viterbi algorithm. In the third chapter, there is description of tools that
we have used for implementation of the whole system. Next chapter explains more in
detail technology of neural networks, used here as probability estimator. There is also a
description of problem with compatibility of the used phoneme sets and in addition, it
describes used phoneme models. Chapter 5 is whole about implementation of the system.
There are also described scripts and tools applied for the preparation of the source data.
In the next chapter, there is a user testing with screenshots. Moreover, in the last chapter
I wrote a short conclusion and possible future ways for further developing of this system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
When we look at today’s electronic dictionaries, we see, that almost every one of them have
big word dictionary with quick search engine inside and common user interface outside.
Nevertheless, when we investigate more thoroughly, most of them look the same. However,
on the present market, customers want some difference. This leads software developers to
go further and start to implement other language-oriented features.
Using electronic dictionaries presumes at least basic knowledge about language you are
working with. Therefore, next step in development of these systems is not to presume that
user knows the language, but offer an ability to learn even a user, which is on the level zero.
This work aims to try to make an improvement in the user learning process, concretely in
learning pronunciation of English words.
English words are sometimes traitorous, especially for the Czech speakers, so we try to
implement a tool for easier learning how to pronounce them. On this task, we cooperate
with our traditional language research partner – Lingea s.r.o.
Lingea company focuses on development and sale of electronic and book dictionaries,
language tools and applications. Lingea s.r.o has leading position among European distrib-
utors of linguistic technologies and it is partner of important world publishers of dictionaries
and encyclopedies.
In global, the pronunciation training in electronic dictionaries is not widely spread in
the products, because there is a problem with returning simple feedback to users. Pronun-
ciation evaluation consists of many components, and returning them in the pure form to the
user will not have the required effect, because the user cannot interpret that information
properly. At most, the waveform PCM visualization of spoken word and native speaker is
provided in present systems. However, it gives user only little information about quality of
his own pronunciation, because he has no useful correlation with native speaker.
In this work, we try to implement improved tool, which will be based not only on
PCM waveform visualization, but in addition it will also provide the user information
about position of each spoken phoneme and also about energy of speech. This additional
information should be, in right form, helpful for the user when he wants to compare his
own pronunciation with native speaker one.
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Chapter 2
Speech processing algorithms
We can divide speech recognition to segments as language identification or speaker iden-
tification and many others. Although the basic technologies are the same, each branch
requires to handle this technologies in own way. In this work we apply forced alignment,
which is a sub-domain of speech recognition.
2.1 Hidden Markov’s models – HMM
In HMM based speech recognition, it is assumed that the sequence of ob-
served speech vectors corresponding to each word is generated by a Markov
model as shown in 2.1.
A Markov model is a finite state machine which changes state once every time
unit and each time t that a state j is entered, a speech vector ot is generated from
the probability density bj(ot). Furthermore, the transition from state i to state
j is also probabilistic and is governed by the discrete probability aij . Fig. 2.1
shows an example of this process where the six state model moves through the
state sequence X = 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 4, 5, 6 in order to generate the sequence o1 to o6.
The joint probability that O is generated by the model M moving through
the state sequence X is calculated simply as the product of the transition prob-
abilities and the output probabilities.[3]
Usually bj(ot) is generated by set of Gaussian functions. In our system, the values of bj(ot)
are generated by neural network.
2.2 Viterbi alghorithm
The Viterbi algorithm is a dynamic programming algorithm for finding the most likely
sequence of hidden states – called the Viterbi path – that results in a sequence of observed
events. In our case, observed events are phonemes present in the utterance.
When observation vector passes through models (word or unit models) 2.2, it
”
cumulates“
partial-probabilities (also called likelihoods) from that models. The goal of this algorithm
is to find that sequence of models, which generates maximum value of likelihood. Forced
alignment is a special application of Viterbi algorithm with fixed sequence of units – driven
by a string of units or graph. We use a simple string.
4
Figure 2.1: The Markov generation model [3]
Figure 2.2: The Viterbi alghoritm [3]
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2.3 Forced alignment – FA
As we said, forced alignment is a special part of speech recognizing. Instead of trying to
recognize which phonemes or words were in the user utterance as in e.g. [4] we know which
utterance was said and in addition, which phonemes it consists. The goal of the forced
alignment is in finding correct alignment of phonemes in samples of the utterance. This
is made with the speech recognizer, which is based on special type of recognizing network.
Recognizing network is composed from Hidden Markov’s models.
2.4 Short-term speech energy
Short-term energy is defined as:
E =
1
lram
lram−1∑
n=0
x2 [n] (2.1)
Short-term speech energy gives the user more accurate information about strength of voice
in the utterance. It can also be used for properly finding stresses in the utterance. We work
with values of energy in the logarithmic scale in our graphs, because it has better dynamic
range.
6
Chapter 3
Tools
Before the work itself should start, we had to make some choices about technologies that will
be used in the project. The project should be platform independent, but for our purposes it
is sufficient portability to the Microsoft Windows and the Linux with possibility to porting
to the MacOS. Main coding work took place on MS Windows XP and Netbeans IDE.
3.1 Implementation language
Because we plan to use BS-API library, which is the heart of the system and it is whole in
C++ language, the choice for the implementation language was easy. Of course, we can use
any other language, but it will be more problematic, than is necessary, so implementation
language was chosen to be definitely C++, concretely C++ pure with a small part from
std namespace.
3.1.1 C++
C++ is a general-purpose programming language. It is ancestor of C language, with typical
C syntax, but with many improvements, which enable C++ to be used in modern applica-
tions. It belongs to the group of languages, which we called middle-level. It means, that it
has some features typical for low-level language (e.g. direct access to memory) on the other
hand, it has also properties of high-level languages, which is typical by level of abstraction
used (e.g. capability for the fully object access).
Portability of C++ to each required platform is without any problems. For our purposes
the pure C++ functions are enough with only one exception: we use std:string from std
namespace to simplificate manipulation with strings. This class also has method for convert
this type back to the standard null-terminated string as we know from C, so there is no
complication with using it.
3.2 Libraries
For the forced alignment of the spoken word we used the last actual stable copy of Brno
Speech API – shortly BS-API. The second library we used was for the visualization in
GUI. Before we made a decision about GUI, we discussed few possible libraries. As we
mentioned above, GUI should be platform independent, stable and easily implementable
in various computer configurations. As conclusion, we chose the wxWidgets library, which
seems to be the best to fit our purposes.
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3.2.1 BS-API
Brno Speech Core is a set of building stones for easy end very fast prototyping of speech
recognizers. It implements wide scale of algorithms from reading of speech files/microphone
input, processing of list files through parameterization, feature transformation, classifica-
tion, decoding, phoneme recognizers to continue speech recognizers, keyword spotting, lan-
guage identification, speaker identification. See Fig. 3.1. Brno Speech Application Interface
(BSAPI) is an interface between BSCORE and other software.
In BS-API, there are many function classes/modules, which are possible to connect to
each other with various types of callbacks. BS-API architecture was inspired by COM
(Common Object Model).
Figure 3.1: Scheme of BS-API by Petr Schwarz (used with permission of the author)
3.2.2 wxWidgets
wxWidgets is GUI cross-platform toolkit. It is accessible in various system as Win32, Mac
OS X, GTK+, X11, Motif, WinCE, and more. It can be used from languages such as
C++, Python, Perl, and C#/.NET. Unlike other systems wxWidgets uses the platform’s
own native controls rather than emulating them and this is one of advantages. Not at least
place, this toolkit is open-source and free, developed by big community. [1].
8
Chapter 4
Features, probability estimators
and models
4.1 Neural networks – NN
Neural network is a set of software simulated
”
neurons“. They are in fact set of functions
that convert values from their inputs to other values on their outputs. These neurons are
sorted to the layers. Our neural network has 3-layer architecture. In this project the neural
network is used as main probability estimator, which generates likelihoods to the phoneme
statuses. Each output of the NN is connected to the corresponding status in phoneme
model.
4.1.1 Basic parametrization
Used neural network was trained on 30-hours subset from the following meeting databases
(recorded meetings):
• prerelease AMI
• ICSI
• ISL
• NIST
Training data was recorded with individual headset microphones. 23 critical band energies
(CRBE) are computed using HTK [3] without any adaptation to the speaker (no VTLN or
normalization).
There is a block of 31 CRBE vectors — ± 15 around the central vector, which go to the
input of classifier (hierarchy of neural nets). Both contexts along with the central vector
are processed in the following way:
For each 16 parameters in one critical band it is applied corresponding half of the
Hamming window [2]. In the next step 11 DCT parameters including DC component are
computed [5]. DCT generates 11×23 long vector, which is passed to the context classifier.
Classifier is trained for 135 outputs corresponding with 45 English phonemes (including
silence). Context classifier (NN) has three layers with the following numbers of neurons
inside: 11× 23− 1500− 135.
9
The output from both context networks is converted with log function from interval
(0; 1) to (−∞; 0) and it is passed to the merger NN. Merger NN has the following structure:
2× 135− 1500− 135. See Fig. 4.1.
Precision of classification of each network is measured on 10% of training data (which is
actually not used for training, but only for the precision testing – so-called cross validation
data). Indicated value is number of percents properly classified frames. See Table 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Structure of used NN
Type of NN Frame accuracy
Left context 37.03
Right context 36.83
Merger 47.79
Table 4.1: Frame accuracy at the output of different neural networks
4.2 Phoneme dictionary
Before we started implementation of the system, we had to solve the problem with com-
patibility of phoneme sets between the set that is used in NN and the set that is used by
Lingea company. The main complication was different number of phonemes in each set.
Lingea uses phoneme set with 48 phonemes, but the NN has the standard OGIbet phoneme
set with 45 phonemes – see Table 4.2.
It is obvious, that there is no possibility to map these sets in 1:1, so we had to make
appropriate mappings on the phoneme level. I wrote a conversion script between these two
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OGIBet aa ae ah ao aw ax axr ay b ch d dh eh el em en er ey f g hh
ih iy jh k l m n ng ow oy p r s sh t th uh uw v w y z zh sil
Lingea Q a H A: V O: aU @ Er aI b tS d D í e Jl Jn 3: eI f g h I
i i: dZ k l m n N EU OI p r s S t T U ju: u: v w j z Z
Table 4.2: Phoneme sets
sets. It was based on script published in [4].
There were some changes in Lingea phoneme set, so I had to rewrite the conversion
script to fit it on actual sets and create some new mappings of phonemes together. The
final mapping is in Table 4.3.
Lingea Q,a H,A: V O: aU @ Er aI b tS d D í,e Jl
OGIBet aa ae ah ao aw ax axr ay b ch d dh eh el
Lingea - Jn 3: eI f g h I,i i: dZ k l m n
OGIBet em en er ey f g hh ih iy jh k l m n
Lingea N EU OI p r s S t T U ju:,u: v w j
OGIBet ng ow oy p r s sh t th uh uw v w y
Lingea z Z -
OGIBet z zh sil
Table 4.3: Phoneme sets mapping
4.3 Models
We use 3-state models in this project. It means that model for one phoneme has three
possible states. States define the following parts of phonemes:
a) beginning part
b) middle part
c) end part
There is a connection with output from the merger neural network to the each state. See
Fig. 4.1.
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Chapter 5
Implementation
5.1 User requirements
1. The user wants to learn how to pronounce new word from dictionary.
2. The user looks for the requested word in listbox and checks it.
3. When the word is checked, the program displays native speaker version of PCM with
visualization of waveform and short-term energy.
4. The user should play native speaker pronunciation of selected word.
5. Then the user press record button and tries to repeat pronunciation as native speaker.
6. After releasing record button, the system processes user’s voice and draws PCM with
visualization of waveform and short-term energy with phoneme alignment in user’s
voice area. It also draws connections between phoneme boundaries.
7. The user can compare native speaker’s and his own pronunciation using graphs.
8. The user can try to improve his own pronunciation in next attempt.
5.2 Project structure
For the project, we got from Lingea their language data as follows:
a) word list with phoneme transcriptions
b) recordings of separate words from native speaker
5.2.1 Data pre-processing
Because we had only wavefiles with transcriptions, first we had to create forced-alignment
for the native speaker and convert the phoneme sets in transcriptions. For this purpose, I
wrote a set of Perl scripts in connection with simple forced-alignment recognizer.
There is main script preprocess for Linux and Windows in converter directory. It runs
all required scripts for complete pre-processing of all files. Scripts from the scripts directory
are applied in the following order:
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psrec script generator.pl looks to the waves directory in lingeadata and creates filelist
for aligner from existing wavefiles.
add lingea phonemes.pl creates lingea words pron rc1.words file. Inside is placed back-
assignment from OGIBet to the Lingea phoneme set.
lingea to ogi.pl creates recognition networks for alignment in alignment/nets/ directory
– one file per word.
Running of above scripts is followed by alignment.exe from alignment directory. It traverses
whole nets directory and runs forced alignment on wave files. Results are saved in rec
directory, again one file for one word.
Finally it is necessary to move files from converter/alignment/nets/ directory to lingea-
data/nets/ and files from converter/alignment/rec/ directory to lingeadata/rm/. In addi-
tion, as last step, replacing of lingea words pron rc1.words with actual one is needed.
The directory structure is as follows in 5.1
/
lingeadata
dictionary................................ standard dictionary transcriptions
nets................................recognizing networks for forced-alignment
pronun.................................all pronunciations provided by Lingea
rm......................precomputed recognitions of native speaker utterances
waves................................................native speaker wavefiles
SCnoVTLN.........................................neural network main directory
dicts .................................... currently used English phoneme set
models.................................. trained acoustic models of phonemes
net.................................directory where recognizer expect FA nets
converter...................................................preprocessing tools
alignment.................................prealigning of native speaker voice
nets..................................aligning networks for native speaker
rec..............................................final aligning for each file
data..................................................lists of available words
scripts...............................................conversion Perl scripts
docs.............................................documents about conversion
src....................................... source files with Makefile and libraries
docs........................................this technical report and screenshots
Figure 5.1: Project directory structure
5.3 Function blocks
There are two main function blocks, the first one cares about GUI and second which does
all the backend processing of speech.
5.3.1 Backend methods
Init main initialization method, it is called in constructor of the main class
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InitRecorder initializes necessary parts of BS-API for speech processing, and prepares its
memory structures
ProcessVoice main processing method
recountPauses helper method, for recounting boundaries of phonemes, because of trun-
cating silences on start and end of utterance
PlayRMVoice plays native speaker recording of word
RecordUserVoice starts recording of user voice
StopRecordUserVoice stops recording of user voice
PlayUserVoice plays user recording of user word
LoadWord loads selected word definitions (dictionary transcription, phoneme transcrip-
tion, recognizing network)
LoadWordFromFile loads only text transcription from text file
LoadPhonemesFromFile loads precomputed forced alignment of native speaker from file
5.3.2 GUI methods
set properties this method is responsible for initialization of all necessary variables for
displaying GUI
do layout prepares and views whole GUI window
DrawPCM draws PCM and other visualization of processed word also with time markers
for phonemes
OnPaint helper function for right repainting visualizations after window update or chang-
ing the input data (waveform)
DrawGrid draws grid, on which the waveform is plotted in the next step
DrawConnectionPanel connects phoneme boundaries through narrow free place between
both utterances (user and native)
FillDictList fills in listbox with all available words
In the following section, the key methods of the project are described more precisely.
5.3.3 InitRecorder
This method prepares global classholders for BS-API and then initializes all necessary
modules. Main code part follows:
SSpeechRecI *sprec;
sprec = static_cast<SSpeechRecI *> (BSAPICreateInstance(SIID_SPEECHREC));
sprec->Init((char*) recognizer_path.c_str());
sprec->SetTarget(&gTransTargetPhnRec);
sprec->SetErrorHandler(&gErrorHandler);
Init() method expect path to the configuration directory of recognizer as parameter. From
data stored there it correctly configures the whole BS-API speech recognizer.
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5.3.4 ProcessVoice
This method is responsible for processing of user speech. It calls input method for speech
processing from BS-API and catches its results. Results are stored in structure phoneme set.
Then it calls method recountPauses and finally method DrawPCM for properly drawing of
waveform.
5.3.5 recountPauses
Because we want only speech part of the recorded wavefile to be viewed (not silence on
the edges), this method analyzes forced alignment from the phoneme set and recounts
phoneme boundaries according to the maximum allowed length of opening and ending
silence. Allowed length is set with the AUDIO ALOWED SILENCE constant in header
file. It also computes parameters for drawing shifted waveform (due to skipped silence
parts).
5.3.6 DrawPCM
This method draws waveform and short-term energy to the window. It is used for drawing
both waveforms (user and native speaker). It expects the following parameters:
path path to wavefile.
phoneme set structure, where forced alignment is stored. There is also stored information
about skipped parts of silence in the wavefile.
type pointer to the place, where method should draw waveform (native or user speaker
place).
Waveform drawing method
We want to draw PCM properly even if the user changes dimensions of window. This leads
to examination of methods, which is commonly used in the open-source applications for
audio processing. From various types, we chose simple method, which was sufficient for our
purposes.
First it computes how many pixels=samples we can draw (from constant or window
dimensions). Then it splits waveform into appropriate number of intervals. From each
interval, it takes maximal sample value, so we do not lose peaks. Finally it draws that
maximal values in the application window.
The algorithm of choosing samples is:
yi = argmax
x∈Xi
abs(x); i = 0, . . . , n; yi ∈ Y (5.1)
Where X is set of all samples that is divided into n parts, n is number of available
pixels and Y is ordered set of new values that will be displayed.
5.4 Class diagram
Whole project is composed only from one class – mainFrame. This class holds whole
application methods for this project. MainFrame inherits from class wxFrame, which also
inherits from class wxApp. These two classes are responsible for communicating with UI
and creating GUI, and belong to wxWidgets framework.
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Figure 5.2: Class diagram
Configuration file
The configuration file is a plain text file with lines look like this:
[audio_wf_source]
enabled=true
out_buffer_len_ms=50
...
Text in square brackets defines module, where the configuration directives will be applied.
The other lines are configuration parameters for modules. Configuration file describes also
connection between the process modules and data flow between them.
5.5 Used blocks from BS-API
BS-API has capability for analyzing speech in two ways:
• online – processing speech on-the-fly, recognizer does not wait until the whole utter-
ance is said
• oﬄine – speech is processed after the whole utterance is recorded
For our purposes, we consider that oﬄine processing will be sufficient. Online processing
mode is useful, when long parts of speech are analyzed, so processing data would be too
large for whole utterance. In our case, we have only one short utterance at one time,
therefore oﬄine processing is suitable.
Oﬄine processing is in our case implement as two-way procedure.
1. User’s utterance is recorded through microphone input to the single wave file with
internal module from BS-API (SAudioWaveformSourceI ).
2. Recorded wavefile is processed with phoneme aligner, which consists of BS-API mod-
ules as in Figure 5.3.
We used following blocks to implement phoneme aligner Fig.5.3.
Now we describe shortly used modules with important configuration directives from
BS-API in the following section.
5.5.1 SFileWaveformSourceI
This module reads audio data from wave files.
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Figure 5.3: Structure of BS-API phoneme aligner
5.5.2 SWaveformFormatConvertorI
This module converts different waveform formats to floats. We configure it to use standard
wave source encoding – lin16. It means that wavefile is linear coded, 16 bits per one sample.
We set here also sample rate of wavefile to the value of 16kHz.
Configuration
[wf_format_conv]
input_format=lin16
sample_freq=16000
5.5.3 SMelBanksI
This module calculates Mel-bank energies. vector size is number of samples in one frame –
we get this value simply as ratio of sample rate and frame length. step is number of overlap
samples between frames. nbanks is a number of Mel-banks (number of filters in a set of
filters). lo freq and hi freq set the lowest and highest frequency for the set of filters
Configuration
[mel_banks]
vector_size=400
step=160
nbanks=23
lo_freq=0
hi_freq=8000
5.5.4 SFeaCatI
Arbitrary feature transform described by a STK macro language. STK library is a set of
tools for training and recognition of HMM’s. It is developed by speech@FIT research group
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on BUT FIT. This is the main part of whole processing. File describes path to the neural
network classifier, which is described in 4.1.1.
Configuration
[feacat]
transform=input_transform
file=$C/SCnoVTLN_Merg_both_crbe23_dct11_SNN3_253_1500_135.sfcat
5.5.5 SSTKDecoderI
LVCSR decoder with a static recognition network based on the STK library. From this
library we use in this module only decoder that chooses optimal Viterbi path and also
corresponding timing of phonemes. word penalty setting prevents inserting of too many
phonemes/words in recognized string. models is a path to the used phoneme models, which
decoder should use.
Configuration
[stkdecoder]
word_penalty=-2.03125
models=$C/models/phoneme_models
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Chapter 6
Results and evaluation
6.1 Screenshots
I made a few screenshots from running of live demo in Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. The biggest
part of the window takes two white panels, where the waveforms are visualized. Upper one
is referential native speaker waveform and from user is the second on the bottom. On the
left side, there is the listbox, where the testing words are placed. Finally, in the top left
corner, there are control buttons for playing and recording speech.
Figure 6.1: Screenshot 1: Abode
6.2 User testing
6.2.1 Test person 1 – P.H.
Gender Woman
Age 22
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Figure 6.2: Screenshot 2: Indonesia
Figure 6.3: Screenshot 2: Wry
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In this program, I appreciate these features:
• I can display native speaker word with pronunciation.
• I can see where I made a mistake in pronunciation.
• I can repeat learning process as much I want and watch my progress.
However, I have also some complaints:
• I can see where I made a mistake in pronunciation, but I don’t know what concrete
was wrong – e.g. is that mistake because of too long phoneme or due to saying
phoneme ae instead of eh.
• I cannot view my previous attempts.
6.2.2 Test person 2 – P.H.
Gender Man
Age 24
I like simplicity and usability in this application. I also like explanatory displaying of
spoken word with native speaker one. I appreciate speed of application and displaying of
graphs.
6.2.3 Test person 3 – L.H.
Gender Man
Age 24
The program highly interested me, mainly because I did not see similar type of appli-
cation before. I think that it is very practical utility for learning pronunciations. Surely, it
will be useful also for better memorizing of English words.
Implementation of possibility of choosing from more voices of native speaker should
raise efficiency yet more. Otherwise, it is the very well prepared tool and I believe that it
will good serve all those who will use it.
6.2.4 Test person 4 – D.H.
Gender Man
Age 17
I think that this program can help with learning English in many ways. I see the positives
mainly in partitioning of spoken word to the phonemes and in the following comparison with
native speaker. Phoneme transcription above the visualization predicates of professionalism
of the whole program.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and future work
The live demo of implemented system was presented to the Lingea representatives. Their
conclusions were very positive. Their opinion is that this utility should be useful for their
customers. In present time, team of Lingea programmers are working on implementation
of our system to the beta version of their learning application.
For me personally, this project brings me possibility to learn about speech recognition
more in detail. It allows me to join speech research group at BUT FIT and work with
this team. Finally yet importantly, it brings me many new experiences, which I cannot get
nowhere else.
7.0.5 Future work
A further step in development in this branch has been already started. We are now devel-
oping lightweighted version of BS-API library. It will have only that classes and methods,
which are necessary for this project and it should be more stable due to code cleanup. It
will also lose dependency on STK library. This version of library should meet requirements
for use in the production system. We hope that our work will be useful for many users.
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Appendix A
To this bachelor’s work belongs CD which contains:
• technical report of this work
• precompiled demo of visualizer
• conversion scripts
• source files for the demo
• screenshots
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